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Foreword
If you have ever hiked a ridge or climbed an Alpine peak, you know that magic
moment when your view rises above what’s immediately around you to reveal the new
and distant land beyond. This is my sense as I write this foreword. I look back at a
decade-long climb to advance Earth browsing technology from an idea to a patent to a
start-up business and ﬁnally into the everyday lives of hundreds of millions of people. I
look ahead to those further peaks—the greater good that you and other KML developers work by building on what we have done. But most of all, I look inward to see how a
decade of virtually exploring our planet has raised my own perception, tolerance, and
respect for spaceship Earth and its crew.
Experience has vividly demonstrated that geographic browsing has the power of personal exploration—so much so that users of products Google Earth and Google Maps
often remark after seeing their homes and locations of their lives that, as T. S. Eliot
wrote in Little Gidding, they now “know the place for the ﬁrst time.”
World-spanning, detailed imagery and terrain make the geobrowsing experience real.
Smooth motion and the freedom of exploration make it engaging. Brought together in
a geobrowser, these attributes give the age-old complaint “if you were there, you would
understand” a solution. You can now easily “go there” any time, using your personal
computer or mobile phone, and when you “get there” you will see the relevant information in its natural geospatial context and have the ability to browse the area at will. For
the ﬁrst time, all people can know, feel, and understand in the deep ways that formerly
only travel could teach.
This understanding is the ambition of the Open Geospatial Consortium’s KML—to
provide a popular, pervasive, and international standard for the “what” that is embedded in the “where” and “when” of Earth browsers. The chapters of this book detail
many forms for this “what,” including points on, above, or below the Earth or even in
outer space, lines for roads, paths, and boundaries, ﬁlled and outlined regions, text,
images, 3D objects like buildings and boats, and various mechanisms and encodings for
sharing each of these.
xiii

Together these elements form a comprehensive markup language and publishing framework annotating the Earth and other planets with the unbounded diversity of humanity’s information. This role is like the relationship between page-oriented web browsers
and HTML, the difference being that a page browser without an HTML ﬁle is just a
blank page, while an Earth browser without a KML ﬁle will still offer a richly detailed
world to explore and enjoy—it will lack only the annotation information that would
turn the planet into a storytelling mechanism.
If this idea of a planet lacking the critical annotations to make a point—say real-time
trafﬁc and weather, the locations of your bank’s ATMs, the trend of sea temperature rise
near coral reefs, the story of Shackleton’s voyage, the details of every location
mentioned in a Jane Austen novel or Shakespeare play, or the spread of the H5N1
virus—troubles you and moves you to action, then KML and this book are for you. For
in that case, you are one who will use the power of geobrowsing and the geoweb to
create the distant land we see beyond today’s mountaintop, a land where information
has the power to save our planet, reshape politics, educate people, and improve life. For
your role in using the virtual world to change the real one, I salute you.
Michael T. Jones
Chief Technology Advocate
Google
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Preface
“Learning to ‘see geographically’ means grasping an ever-changing world in an integrated way.
It means getting to the heart of environmental and human problems. It involves balancing
global and local understandings. It opens an opportunity to encompass themes vital to today’s
world: the working of the earth’s natural systems, the increasingly problematic interaction
between people and the physical environment, the nature of human social organisation with
all its inequalities and struggles for power over people and nature.”
From “Why Choose Geography?”
Geography Department, University of Liverpool

I took my only formal geography class in the eighth grade from Mr. Granger, and I
loved it. I’m intrigued by the different graphical styles of maps and continue to be
amazed by the variety of information that can be shown geographically. By luck, two
years ago I was assigned to a project at Google called “KML,” which has been as much
fun as any work can be and as instructive as a year-long series of college seminars, lectures, and personal tutorials. KML stands for Keyhole Markup Language and is a simple, human-readable format originally used by Google Earth (and now by a host of
other Earth browsers).
This book is an attempt to share the knowledge I’ve gained from the experts at Google.
When I joined it, the KML team consisted of two engineers: Bent Hagemark and
Michael Ashbridge (“Mash”). Bent and Mash’s mission was to corral the existing KML
into a formal XML schema, to create compelling examples that would represent good
coding style, and to shepherd the language to its new and deserved status as an international standard. I was to create a website for KML and expand the existing documentation. I managed to complete that task, but it always felt as though I’d exposed only the
tip of the iceberg. Well, here’s The Iceberg.
The KML Handbook is also an effort to publicize some of the inspirational KML work
by brilliant thinkers around the world—many of them technical experts in their own
ﬁelds but completely new to XML, KML, and even to the basics of computer programming. They’ve discovered that KML brings raw numbers, arbitrary place names, and
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ﬂat maps to life, and they’ve struggled and experimented to discover the hidden logic
behind Google Earth’s data format. I hope that, with this book at your side, there will
be no more struggles.

Audience
This book is written for people who are curious about how to create customized presentations for an Earth browser such as Google Earth but have little or no experience with
computer programming. It also contains information primarily of interest for “power
users” who want to use the more advanced features of the language. The text suggests
the level of complexity for each general topic, and the chapters follow a basic ﬂow from
relatively simple to more complex topics.

What You Should Know Before Reading This Book
This book assumes you are somewhat familiar with creating, storing, and loading ﬁles
onto a computer and into a web browser and that you’re connected to the Internet.
Although it describes a few elements of HTML that are used in a placemark balloon, it
does not attempt to provide an in-depth explanation of HTML. If you’re new to
HTML, you’ll probably want to consult some additional resources on that subject. You
do not need to know XML in order to use KML; this book teaches you the XML basics
required to use KML.
If you want to set up a server to host KML ﬁles referenced in network links (Chapter 6),
you’ll also need to select a web server software package such as Apache or lighttpd and
then install and conﬁgure the server according to the speciﬁc instructions for that product. Chapter 6 offers some basic information on this topic, but the details are best left
to the individual product documentation.

What This Book Contains
Chapter 1, A Quick Tour, provides an overview of the many different uses of KML,
ranging from simple sets of placemarks to elaborate blogs and websites that use KML to
make attractive, informative presentations of geographic data. This chapter describes a
simple “Hello, Earth” example that illustrates the basic parts of a KML ﬁle.
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Chapter 2, Placemarks and Balloons, describes how to create custom icons and attractive balloon styles. It contains detailed information on how to specify colors in KML
and how to create KMZ archives.
Chapter 3, Geometry, goes into detail on specifying coordinates and altitude modes
and also explains concepts related to geometry such as tessellation and extrusion. It
includes examples and explanations of all geometry elements, including Models. It also
shows you how to add elements describing the author and source of a KML ﬁle.
Chapter 4, Styles and Icons, explains how to use shared styles and how to create all
types of substyles: icon, label, line, polygon, balloon, and list substyles.
Chapter 5, Overlays, describes how to create screen, ground, and photo overlays. Other
topics covered here include the special processing required to add very large (gigapixel)
photos to a photo overlay and how to specify a viewpoint using the Camera element.
Chapter 6, Network Links, covers how to host KML ﬁles on a web server, where they
can be refreshed periodically or processed by user-written scripts. It also introduces
network link controls, which control certain aspects of the fetching network link.
Chapter 7, Dynamic KML, provides detailed examples of the Update feature, which
allows you to create, modify, and delete elements in KML ﬁles that have been previously fetched by a network link. This chapter also describes the time elements, which
allow you to animate geometry in a KML ﬁle.
Chapter 8, Dealing with Large Data Sets, contains important information on regions
and custom data types. Regions are a powerful mechanism that allow you to control the
conditions under which a given feature comes into view. If you’re interested in creating
a custom balloon-style template for use throughout a KML presentation, be sure to
read the section Entity Replacement for Extended Data Elements.
Appendix A, KML Reference, is an alphabetical reference that contains a brief description of every element and type in the KML standard, with syntax sections for all complex elements. This appendix describes the basic structure of a KML ﬁle and
conventions of the language.
Appendix B, Sky Data in KML, describes how to display astronomical data in an Earth
browser. It includes the syntax for the “hint” used at the beginning of the KML ﬁle to
alert the browser that the ﬁle contains sky data and also describes how to convert celestial coordinates for display in Google Earth and other Earth browsers.
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Trying the Examples
The complete set of examples for The KML Handbook is available at informit.com/
title/0321525590. Click the link for any example to launch Google Earth and view the
presentation. Then use the copy-and-paste trick (Chapter 1) to view the KML code.

Formatting Conventions
Code examples are set in Courier font. Syntax sections for complex elements are also
set in Courier font, and they have a shaded background that distinguishes them from
the examples. Elements discussed in the chapter are set in boldface type.
This special icon indicates that the code example can also be found online at informit.com/title/
0321525590.

KML element names are set in the normal text font and enclosed in angled brackets
(for example: <Placemark>, <NetworkLink>, <GroundOverlay>). For readability, element names also appear as simple lowercased words when no ambiguity results from
this more casual usage (for example: placemark, network link, ground overlay).
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Chapter 1

A Quick Tour

After reading this chapter, you’ll be able to do the following:
■

Give a simple definition of KML in layman’s terms.

■

List four possible use cases for a KML presentation.

■

Search for KML files on the web on a topic that interests you, and then view
them with an Earth browser.

■

Create a simple KML file and share it with your friends.

KML (Keyhole Markup Language) is an XML data format used to display information
in a geographic context. Just as web browsers read and display HTML ﬁles, Earth
browsers such as Google Earth read and display KML ﬁles. KML is a human-readable
language composed of text and punctuation. It can be created and edited with a basic
text editor, saved, and then viewed in an Earth browser. You don’t need to be a technical wizard to master the basics of KML, and you’ll ﬁnd that this knowledge will enable
you to create powerful presentations that paint your own geographic data and imagery
over the global palette provided by many popular (and free) Earth browsers.

KML: An International Standard
As Michael T. Jones describes in his foreword to this book, KML was originally created
in 2001 by a company called Keyhole as the data format for its Earth browser named
Earth Viewer. Since that time, KML has evolved to its status as an international standard for presenting geographic information visually. Its ofﬁcial name is the OpenGIS
KML 2.2 Encoding Standard (OGC KML), which is controlled by the Open Geospatial
Consortium (www.opengeospatial.org/standards/kml/). At present, tens of millions of
KML ﬁles are shared on the World Wide Web.
For consistency and simplicity, this book displays most KML examples using Google
Earth, as shown in Figure 1-1. However, KML is now widely supported by a variety of
applications, including Microsoft Virtual Earth, Microsoft WorldWide Telescope,
NASA WorldWind, ESRI ArcGIS Explorer, Google Maps, Google Maps for mobile,
Adobe PhotoShop, Autodesk AutoCAD, and Yahoo! Pipes. And the list of Earth
browsers, mapping applications, and mobile devices that support KML is growing
daily. Not all platforms support all features of KML 2.2, so be sure to test your work on
the target system or software application if you have a special use in mind. There may
be slight variations across browsers, but the KML basics are the same. KML is a 3D
system: Length, width, and depth are the typical three dimensions in 3D, but in this
context, it’s longitude, latitude, and altitude that form the three dimensions. However,
2D mapping applications such as Google Maps and Google Maps for mobile also support a subset of KML.
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Figure 1-1 Share your experiences: your travels around town or around the world, places you’ve
lived, photos you’ve taken. Blue icons indicate planned stops on a tour of Costa Rica. Balloons
include travel tips and links to other trip resources. This ﬁle was originally created using Google’s
My Maps, a collaborative 2D mapping application, and was then imported into Google Earth.
(KML created by Pamela Fox.)

Is the KML Speciﬁcation Complete?
KML version 2.2 is complete, but the KML speciﬁcation is evolving and will be
expanded under control of the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC). Version numbers
for KML have a double numbering system in the form of majorVersion.minorVersion.
KML versions that have the same major version are guaranteed to be compatible with
each other. The ofﬁcial deﬁnition of the KML syntax is contained in the KML schema,
a formal XML deﬁnition of the language (see www.opengeospatial.org/standards/kml/).
KML 2.2, the current version, is guaranteed to be supported by the schema for KML
2.3 when it is developed. See Appendix A for more information on KML versioning.

Is the KML Speciﬁcation Complete?
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The best place to check for progress on future versions of KML is the OCG website
(www.opengeospatial.org/standards/kml/). Companies such as Google and Microsoft,
which offer free Earth browsers, also provide documentation on KML. The website for
this book (www.informit.com/title/9780321525598) is updated periodically to provide
you with current information on recent developments in KML.

A Wealth of Resources
In addition to ofﬁcial OGC and various corporate websites, you’ll want to check out
the enthusiastic and informative KML blogging community. You’ll ﬁnd great tips,
late-breaking news, and fabulous examples of using KML in the real world that will
both educate and inspire you. Frank Taylor’s long-running Google Earth Blog
(www.gearthblog.com) and Stefan Geens’ Ogle Earth (www.ogleearth.com) are two
examples of blogs that offer a wealth of information on KML topics.

Creating and Sharing KML
You can create KML ﬁles with the Google Earth user interface, or you can use an XML
or simple text editor to enter raw KML from scratch. KML ﬁles and their related
images can be packaged up into KMZ archives so that all related image and model ﬁles
are contained in one KMZ container (described in detail in Chapter 2). To share your
KML and KMZ ﬁles, you can e-mail them as attachments, host them locally for sharing on a private home or corporate network, or host them publicly on a web server.
Once you’ve properly conﬁgured your server and shared the web address of your KML
ﬁles, anyone who’s installed Google Earth (or other compatible application) can view
the KML ﬁles you create.

Tell Your Story with KML
The KML community includes people with a broad range of interests and skills:
• Casual users create KML ﬁles to placemark their homes, to document journeys, and
to plan cross-country hikes and cycling adventures.
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• Students and teachers use KML to explore people, places, and events, both historical
and current.
• Real estate professionals, architects, and city development agencies use KML to propose construction and visualize plans.
• Scientists use KML to provide detailed mappings of resources, models, and trends
such as volcanic eruptions, weather patterns, earthquake activity, and mineral
deposits (Figure 1-2).
• Organizations such as National Geographic, UNESCO, and the Smithsonian have all
used KML to display their rich sets of global data.
You can use KML to add your own placemarks, geometry, annotations, and images on
top of the base imagery of Google Earth. If you host the KML ﬁles on a server, you can

Figure 1-2 Display data in a meaningful way. Here, a team at the Alaska Volcano Observatory
uses Google Earth to show an overlay of ash plumes created by an explosive eruption of Mt.
Augustine Volcano. The colors represent temperature data. (Photo courtesy of John E. Bailey,
Arctic Region Supercomputing Center, Fairbanks, Alaska.)

Tell Your Story with KML
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Figure 1-3 Search for information on a particular topic or place. Here, a search in Google Earth
produces information on windsurﬁng spots near San Francisco.

even update your presentation on the user’s system at regular intervals or whenever your
data changes (see the discussion of network links in Chapter 6). Publicly hosted ﬁles are
indexed by web search engines for easy access by all web users (Figure 1-3).
Personalizing your KML presentations is easy, through the use of custom styles for
icons, information balloons, colors, lines, shapes, and labels. KML allows you to display
features according to speciﬁc times within a given time range and to change the display
according to the user’s zoom level, with increasing levels of detail shown as the user ﬂies
in closer (Figure 1-4 and Figure 1-5).
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Figure 1-4 Explore the world . . . without leaving your armchair. Top image shows the path of a
chimpanzee family studied by the Jane Goodall Institute in Gombe, Africa. Clicking the title opens
the description balloon, which provides detailed information about the animals’ behavior that
day. (Images courtesy of the Jane Goodall Institute: http://gombeblog.janegoodall.org.)

Tell Your Story with KML
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Figure 1-5 Deepen your understanding. Special projects like the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum’s Crisis in Darfur initiative focus the world’s attention on tragedies both personal and
global by presenting photos, ﬁrst-person narratives, and links to videos, all within a geographic
context. (Image courtesy of United States Holocaust Memorial Museum: www.ushmm.org.)

Sky in KML
KML 2.2 supports presentation of astronomical as well as terrestrial data (as shown in
Figure 1-6). When you include a special hint (hint="target=sky") at the start of a
KML ﬁle, the browser interprets the data in a different way and projects it onto a virtual celestial sphere that surrounds the Earth. In Sky mode, the Google Earth camera
looks up at the heavens rather than down at the Earth. The main difference from the
KML creator’s point of view is that you need to perform some arithmetic to convert
astronomical coordinates (right ascension and declination) into terrestrial coordinates
(longitude and latitude). Everything else in KML works the same in both Sky and
Earth modes.
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Figure 1-6 Travel through space. This KML ﬁle contains a placemark and balloon for a famous
planetary nebula. To display sky data in an Earth browser, include the special KML hint, and
convert astronomical coordinates to Earth coordinates (see Appendix B).

If you’re primarily interested in using KML to show Sky data, read Appendix B, “Sky
Data in KML,” ﬁrst.

“Hello, Earth”
A standard placemark in Google Earth uses a yellow pushpin icon to point to a particular spot on the Earth’s surface. A placemark usually has a name that identiﬁes the location. It’s a good practice to include a description as well. The description is displayed by
web search results and will help users decide if they want to view your KML ﬁles.
The following KML example creates a simple placemark with the name “Hello, Earth.”
The description provides additional information about this place (Figure 1-7).

“Hello, Earth”
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Figure 1-7 Anatomy of a placemark. You will usually create a name and a description for a placemark. If you have a lot to say, description balloons provide related text, images, and links to
other places on the web.

HelloEarth.kml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<kml xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2">
<Placemark>
<name>Hello, Earth</name>
<description>Here's where we developed Google Earth!</description>
<Point>
<coordinates>-122.084583,37.42227,0</coordinates>
</Point>
</Placemark>
</kml>

Viewing the Examples in This Book
To view this example in Google Earth, ﬁrst download and install Google Earth. You can
obtain a free copy of Google Earth from the Google website http://earth.google.com. A
complete listing of examples is provided on this book’s website at www.informit.com/
title/9780321525598. Click the title of any example to view it in Google Earth.
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Experiment!
If you’d like some hands-on experience, you can enter this example text into any basic
text editor that saves text without adding any formatting information, such as Notepad.
Save the ﬁle with a ﬁlename that ends in .kml and open the ﬁle in Google Earth on
your computer. Once you’ve saved the ﬁle in this manner, you can also edit it. For
example, try changing the <name>, save the ﬁle again, and then open it in Google
Earth. Next, try modifying the values for the <coordinates> element, save the ﬁle, and
watch where the new placemark appears.
The best way to learn KML is to experiment with sample ﬁles, changing values and
viewing the results in your favorite Earth browser. If you make a mistake, you may not
see anything in the browser, but that’s your clue that something’s amiss. Google Earth
provides a feature for error checking that you may ﬁnd helpful. (Select Options >
General, and under the heading KML Error Handling, select Show Prompts for All
Errors.) You can also use a KML validator to check your KML code. For example, see
the KML validator by Galdos Systems at www. kmlvalidator.com.

Structure of a KML File
Every KML ﬁle begins with the two lines shown in this example.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<kml xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2">

If you’re creating a KML ﬁle from scratch, be sure to copy these two lines verbatim into
the beginning of the ﬁle. A KML ﬁle can contain only one <kml> element. Don’t forget
the closing </kml> tag at the end of the ﬁle.
The ﬁle contains a <Placemark> element that has three children. The angled brackets
< > indicate KML element names:
Children of <Placemark>
<name>

Label for the placemark.

<description>

Text (and optional images) providing additional information about the placemark. The <description> appears in the information balloon. This balloon pops up when the user clicks the placemark name in the Places panel or the placemark icon in the 3D viewer of Google Earth).

<Point>

Contains the <coordinates> element. The <coordinates> element contains values for the longitude,
latitude, and altitude of the <Placemark>. See the section in Chapter 3 on “Coordinates” for more
detail.

“Hello, Earth”
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Figure 1-7 shows how the name and the description appear in both the 3D viewer and
the Places panel of Google Earth.
Because KML is an XML data format, it has a consistent structure that observes certain
patterns. An element begins with its name in angled brackets (<Placemark>). An element
ends with an angled bracket and a slash preceding the element name (</Placemark>).
The element’s value is contained within these delimiters.

Deﬁnition of Simple/Complex Elements
In KML, any word contained in angled brackets < > is an element. When an element
name begins with a capital letter, it is a complex element, which means that it can contain other elements. For example, in this code excerpt, <Point> is a complex element
that contains the <coordinates> element:
<Point>
<coordinates>-122.084583,37.42227,0</coordinates>
</Point>

Names of simple elements begin with a lowercase letter. Simple elements cannot contain
other elements. A simple element contains only character data (in XML terms: letters,
digits, and symbols that are not used for XML markup purposes). In the HelloEarth.kml
example, <name>, <description>, and <coordinates> are examples of simple elements.
Complex elements are also called parents because they contain other elements. Simple
elements are called children. In a KML ﬁle, the children are indented several spaces
from their parent’s position in the ﬁle, but this convention is simply for readability. The
Earth browser does not pay attention to the different levels of indentation (white space).

General Rules in KML
Here are some general rules to keep in mind when authoring KML ﬁles:
• Case is signiﬁcant. Each element name must be spelled exactly as shown in the KML
2.2 Reference, and with the same capitalization (see Appendix A).
• Order is signiﬁcant. KML child elements must be listed in the same order as listed
within their parent element in the KML 2.2 Reference. You can omit child elements,
but you cannot rearrange them.
• Child elements can belong only to the allowed parent elements. Again, if you follow
the ordering within the individual syntax sections in the KML 2.2 Reference, you’ll
be doing things correctly.
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The Copy-and-Paste Trick
If you want to view the KML for a particular Google Earth folder or placemark, you
can easily copy the feature from Google Earth and paste it into a text editor such as
NotePad. (It’s somewhat counterintuitive that you can copy a graphical feature from
Google Earth’s 3D viewer and, when you paste it into a text editor, it’s converted to its
corresponding KML textual format, but try it—it works!) Follow these steps to view
the KML for a visible feature such as a Placemark, GroundOverlay (image laid on top
of the basic Earth terrain), Polygon (shape), or LineString (path) in Google Earth.
1. In the 3D viewer (or Places panel) of Google Earth, place your cursor over the feature to highlight it.
2. Right-click and select Copy from the drop-down menu that appears.
3. Open a simple text editor and paste the contents of the clipboard; for example, by
selecting Edit > Paste from the text editor menu.
The KML for the selected feature appears in the text editor. (Be sure to use a text
editor that does not add extra formatting or information to the text ﬁle.)
4. Save the ﬁle with a .kml extension in the ﬁlename (for example, myHouseInPhila.kml).

What’s Next?
In the next chapter, you’ll learn about two of the most basic KML elements, <Placemark>
and <description>. Although you can create placemarks and balloon descriptions using
an Earth browser graphical user interface, Chapter 2 explains how to modify the KML
ﬁle to achieve custom effects and paves the way for you to efﬁciently create entire websites with a custom look and feel. The next chapter also explains how to package KML
ﬁles into KMZ archives so that you can conveniently share them and post them on the
web as one entity.

What’s Next?
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absolute, as value, 33, 48, 224, 279
absolute ﬁle references, 152, 153
abstract elements, 40, 74, 262
AbstractView, 174, 265, 276 , 300
<address>, 274
AdvancedTemplate.kml, 30–31
Alaska Volcano Observatory examples, 5, 147,
158, 160–164
<Alias>, 68, 295
<altitude>, 32, 46, 48, 49, 118, 125–126, 267,
279, 292, 294
<altitudeMode>, 32, 33, 46, 48, 49, 118, 125–
126, 224, 268, 279, 284, 285, 293, 294,
307, 309, 312
altitudeModeEnum type, 264
aMyPlacemark.kml, 184
angle180 type, 264
angle360 type, 264
angle90 type, 264
anglepos180 type, 264
animated ground overlays, 208
animated placemarks, 204
animation, using time elements, 195
Apache server, 151
aPlacemark.kml, 186, 188
arbitrary XML data, 245, 247
Ashbridge, Michael, xvii
astronomical coordinates
conversion of, 324
in KML, 8, 321–322
Atom Syndication Format, 70, 274
<atom:author>, 274
<atom:link href= >, 274
attributes, 81

AugustineWebcam.kml, 157–158
AugustineWebcamRevised.kml, 175–176
author elements, 70
AvianFluExcerpt.kml, 196, 204–208

B
background color, of balloon, 24
;balloon anchor, 38
;balloonFlyto anchor, 38
balloons, 11
adding color elements to, 24–29
adding hyperlinks to, 21
adding images to, 21–22
adding text to, 19–20
adding typographical features to, 20
default, 16, 18, 88
templates for, 22–24, 30–31
<BalloonStyle>, 16, 17, 72, 87–88, 265
using as template, 250
BalloonStyle.kml, 88–91
BalloonStyleTemplate.kml, 250–251
BalloonTemplate.kml, 22–24
BasicNetworkLink.kml, 175
<begin>, 200, 318
<bgColor>, 88, 91, 265, 291
boldface, 20
bOnePlacemark.kml, 184
boolean type, 264
Boolean values, deﬁned, 77
bOriginalPlacemark.kml, 186
bOriginalPlacemarks.kml, 188–189
<bottomFov>, 135, 304
bounding box, 165, 216–217
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<Camera>, 116, 266–267
distinguished from <LookAt>, 117
orientation of, 118–119, 120
syntax for, 117–118
[cameraAlt], 166
[cameraLat], 166
[cameraLon], 166
CameraRotations,kml, 119–123
capitalization, 12
cascading regions, 222
case, importance of, 12, 262
cChangeMe.kml, 187
cCreateMore.kml, 185
cDeleteOne.kml, 189
celestial coordinates
conversion of, 324
in KML, 8, 321–322
<Change>, 182, 186–188, 299
character data, 12
check value, 92, 291
checkHideChildren value, 92, 291
checkOffOnly value, 92, 291
child elements, 12, 262
clampToGround value, 33, 224, 279
[clientName], 166
clients, 149
communication with servers, 164–170
[clientVersion], 166
CloudRegionAltitude.kmz, 229–230
COLLADA interchange ﬁle format, 64, 294
color
background, of balloon, 24
of line, 54
KML vs. HTML, 25
random, 75
selecting in Google Earth, 26–27
text, changing, 28
values for, 25–26
<color>, 58, 79, 85, 115, 268, 301
color type, 264
color value, 25
<colorMode>, 58, 75, 80, 85, 268–269
colorModeEnum type, 264
<ColorStyle>, 74, 75, 268
comments, in KML, 63
complex elements, 12, 262
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Container, 269
continental drift example, 197
continents.kml, 190
continents.py, 190–192
<cookie>, 172, 298
<coordinates>, 11, 12, 46, 56, 284, 285, 305, 308
order of, in KML, 47
copy and paste, 13
CrabNebula.kml, 325–326, 327
<Create>, 183, 183–186, 299
Crisis in Darfur example, 8
CSS (cascading style sheets), 72, 107
current view, sending information about, 165–166
custom data
adding, 245–249, 252–254
typed, 254–256
custom icons, 29–30
cylinder, 134, 305
ﬁeld of view for, 136

D
.dae sufﬁx, for COLLADA ﬁles, 65
<Data>, 246
syntax for, 247
<Data name= >, 248, 271
data set, simplifying, 230–235
dateTime type, 264
David Rumsey Map Collection example, 216
declination (DEC), 321, 322
conversion of, 324
default balloon, 16, 18, 88
default values, 263
<Delete>, 183, 188–190, 299
<description>, 11, 12, 56, 275
overriding, 174
Digital Urban, 137
<displayMode>, 88, 266
displayModeEnum type, 264
<displayName>, 248, 253, 257, 272, 313
doc.kml, as default name, 41
doc.kml, from PuffModel.kml, 163–164
<Document>, 96, 253, 270–271
double type, 264
<drawOrder>, 116, 301–302
dRemoveOnePlacemark.kml, 189–190
driving directions, omitting, 28–29

dUpdatePlacemark.kml, 187–188
dUpdatePlacemarkData.kml, 185–186
dynamic KML
described, 178
identiﬁers in, 178–179

E
<east>, 124, 223, 279, 311
elements, 11
types of, 12, 262
values of, 12
<end>, 200, 318
entity replacement, 250
using <Schema> and <SchemaData>, 257–258
error checking mode, 262
<expires>, 173, 299
extended data, 214
different approaches to, 246
<ExtendedData>, 247–248, 254, 271, 276
eXtensible Address Language, 274
<extrude>, 46, 284, 285, 307, 309
ExtrudedLineString.kml, 51–52
extrusion, 59

F
fade, 220, 224
adding, 235
Feature, 40, 113–114
adding custom data to, 245–249, 252–259
elements speciﬁc to, 273–276
management of, 214–215
feature anchors, for FlyTo behavior, 38
fetched, deﬁned, 171
ﬁeld of view, 135–136
rotation of, 136
ﬁle references, 152–153
ﬁll, adding to image pyramid, 138–139
<ﬁll>, 58, 310
ﬂoat type, 264
;ﬂyto anchor, 38
<ﬂyToView>, 154–155, 297
<Folder>, 35, 276
fraction units, 129
fragment URIs, 179–180

G
Galdos Systems, 11
Geens, Stefan, 4
genxml.php, 167, 168–170
geobrowsing, xiii
Geometry, 18, 46, 277
using <StyleMap> with, 104–106
GET command, 149
GigaPan, 137
gigapixel images, 133
image pyramids for, 137–142
transparency of, 142
URL speciﬁcation for, 141
Google Earth, 10
Color Selector in, 26–27
web function of 149–150
Google Earth Blog, 4
Google Lit Trips, 72–73, 82
Google Maps, 53–54
GPS data time stamp example, 201–204
Grapes of Wrath example, 73
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), 198
<gridOrigin>, 138, 305
gridOriginEnum type, 264
<GroundOverlay>, 123, 278–279
example of, 125, 126–128
with <Region>, 225–226
syntax for, 123–124
ground overlays, 110–111
<TimeSpan> with, 208–211
GroundAndPhotoOverlay.kml, 126–127
GroupingPlacemarks.kml, 35–38

H
Hagemark, Bent, xvii
headers, 263
<heading>, 33, 67, 80, 118, 267, 281, 292, 294
HelloEarth.kml, 9–10
hexadecimal notation, 25, 115
highlight style, 100
highlighting polygons, 104
hint attribute, 323
HistoricOverlay.kmz, 225, 226
[horizFov], 166
[horizPixels], 166
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<Icon>, 79, 80, 116, 280, 281, 302
icon hotspots, 81–82
icons
custom, 29–30
refreshing, 116
<IconStyle>, 29, 72, 79–85, 281
IconStyle.kml, 84–85
id attribute, 40
identiﬁers, 178–179
image overlays, 123
for sky data, 326–329
<Image Pyramid>, 133, 304–306
adding ﬁll to, 138–139
creating, 138
example of, 139–140
function of, 137
syntax for, 137–138
images, adding to balloon, 21–22
inline styles, 27–28, 96
<innerBoundaryIs>, 309
insetPixels units, 129, 130
int type, 264
interval refresh, 149, 155, 159
italics, 20
<ItemIcon>, 92, 291
itemIconStateEnum type, 264

King Tut’s tomb example, 64–65
KingTut.kmz, 69
KML (Keyhole Markup Language), xiii–xiv,
xvii
backward compatibility of, 263
blogs on, 4
comments, 63
current version of, 3
described, 2
dynamic, 177–211
element tree for, 261
ﬁles in, 4
future versions of, 4
headers in, 263
presentations in, 5–6
reference for, 261–319
schema for, 263
support for, 2
syntax rules for, 262
types in, 264
updating, 180–195
uses of, 4–7
<kml>, 282
KML ﬁles
author and source of, 70
MIME type of, 151
structure of, 11–12
KML schema, 3
KML speciﬁcation, 3
KML validators, 11
[kmlVersion], 166
KMZ archives, 40
described, 41
MIME type of, 151
structure of, 41–43
Kom Firin example, 113, 128

J

L

Jane Goodall Institute example, 7, 16, 17, 23
Jones, Michael T., 2

<LabelStyle>, 72, 85, 282
LabelStyle.kml, 86–87
[language], 166
latitude, 46, 48
<latitude>, 32, 117, 267, 292, 294
<LatLonAltBox>, 216, 217, 223–224, 224,
279, 311
<LatLonBox>, 124, 125

<hotSpot>, 80, 281
<href>, 30, 79, 80, 92, 116, 115, 287, 291
HTTP, 149
<httpQuery>, 146, 156, 165, 166–167, 290
HubbleOverlay.kml, 328–329
hyperlinks, adding to balloon, 21

I

K
<key>, 317
Keyhole, 2
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Lava ﬂow hazard zone example, 55
<leftFov>, 135, 304
level of detail (LOD), 217
lighttpd server, 151
line breaks, 20
line styles, 46
<LinearRing>, 46, 56, 283–284
<LineString>, 18, 46, 48, 285–286
LineStringWithAltitude.kml, 53–54
<LineStyle>, 54–55, 56, 72, 75, 286
LineStyle.kml, 76–77
line width, 54
<Link>, 155, 286–290, 297
link elements, 70
<linkDescription>, 173, 298
<linkName>, 173, 298
<linkSnippet maxLines= >, 173, 298
<listItemType>, 92, 290–291
listItemTypeEnum type, 264
<ListStyle>, 72, 91–93, 290–291
screen overlay with, 132–133
ListStyle.kml, 93–95
<Location>, 66, 294
<Lod>, 217, 220, 224, 312
described, 221
London Eye example, 198
longitude, 46, 47
<longitude>, 32, 117, 267, 292, 294
<LookAt>, 32–33, 292–293
distinguished from <Camera>, 117
with sky data, 324–325
troubleshooting, 34
[lookatLat], 166
[lookatLon], 166
[lookatRange], 166
[lookatTerrainAlt], 166
[lookatTilt], 166

M
<maxAltitude>, 216, 217, 224, 312
<maxFadeExtent>, 221, 224, 312
<maxHeight>, 138, 305
maxLines, 173
<maxLodPixels>, 217, 224, 312
<maxSessionLength>, 172, 298
<maxWidth>, 138, 305

<message>, 173, 298
MIME types, 151
<minAltitude>, 216, 217, 224, 312
<minFadeExtent>, 220, 224, 312
<minLodPixels>, 217, 224, 312
<minRefreshPeriod>, 172, 298
<Model>, 18, 46, 64–65, 293–295
rotation of, 67
Mountain View Archives example, 225–226,
238–239
Mozilla Firefox, 82
<MultiGeometry>, 18, 46, 62–63, 101, 296
MultiGeometry.kml, 62–63
MyMaps example, 3

N
<name>, 11, 273
overriding, 174
name elements, 70
<namespace_preﬁx:other>, 272
NameValuePairs.kml, 248–249
<near>, 135, 304
network
clients, 149
sending information through, 164–170
servers, 149, 151–152
testing links, 152
<NetworkLink>, 146, 296–297
children of, 146, 148
deﬁned, 147
example of, 157–158
functions of, 148
local vs. remote, 148
refreshing, 146, 149, 159–160
region feature of, 149, 236–238
syntax of, 153–157
uses of, 149
<NetworkLinkControl>, 146, 297–300
described, 171
functions of, 171
syntax of, 172–173
update feature of, 149, 180–195
never value, 156
normal style, 100
<north>, 124, 223, 279, 311
numbering, of tiles, 140–141
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O
OASIS xAL 2.0, 274
Object abstract base class, 300
object model, 171
ogckml22.xsd, 263
Ogle Earth, 4
Oklahoma example, 78
onChange value, 155, 159
onExpire value, 156, 159, 173
onInterval value, 155, 159
onRegion value, 156, 222
onRequest value, 156
onStop value, 156
<open>, 40, 274
Open Geospatial Consortium (OpenGIS), xiii,
2, 264
order, importance of, 12, 262
<Orientation>, 66, 294
<outline>, 58, 310
<outerBoundaryIs>, 309
Overlay, 300–302
syntax of, 114
overlays, 110
common features of, 114–116
creating, 112
refreshing, 116
types of, 110–111
<overlayXY>, 131, 315
overrides, server, 174

Pizzas.kml, 167, 168
<Placemark>, 11, 16, 306–307
dividing into <Region>s, 233–234
Geometry elements in, 18
with <Point> child, 18
placemarks, 9, 40
animation of, 200–208
children of, 39
ﬂying to, 38
syntax of, 39
<Point>, 11, 12, 46, 81, 134, 305, 307–308
in placemarks, 18, 101
poly styles, 46, 58
<Polygon>, 18, 46, 56, 308–309
polygons, 55
at altitude, 126
highlighting, 104
holes in, 59–60
inner boundary of, 59
outer boundary of, 56
simple, 56
PolygonWithInnerAndOuterBoundaries.kml,
60–61
<PolyStyle>, 56–58, 72, 77–78, 310
PolyStyle.kml, 77–79
PuffModel.kml, 161–163

Q
query string, 165

P
<Pair>, 317
PaleoGlobeExcerpt.kml, 209–211
paragraph spacing, 20
parent elements, 12, 262
paths, 48
<phoneNumber>, 274
<PhotoOverlay>, 133, 302–306
features of, 134–136
syntax for, 133–134
use of, 133
PhotoOverlay.kml, 142–143
photo overlays, 111–112
creating, 137
pixels units, 129
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R
radioFolder value, 92, 291
random color, 75
<range>, 33, 293
rectangle, 134, 305
ﬁeld of view for, 136
refresh, 146–149, 159–160
view–based, 167–170
<refreshInterval>, 156, 288
<refreshMode>, 155–156, 288
refreshModeEnum type, 264
<refreshVisibility>, 154, 297
<Region>, 214, 276, 310–313
bounding box of, 216–217

cascading, 222
case study of, 230–235
described, 215
<GroundOverlay> with, 225–227
labeling of, 234–235
and <NetworkLink>, 236–238
syntax of, 223–224
for 2D overlay at altitude, 229–230
for 3D model, 227–228
uses of, 214–215
and viewRefreshMode>, 222
region feature, 149
relative ﬁle references, 152
relativeToGround value, 33, 48, 224
<ResourceMap>, 66, 68, 295
right ascension (RA), 321
conversion of, 324
<rightFov>, 135, 304
<roll>, 67, 118, 267, 295
rollover, 100
RomaniaRegion.kml, 236, 237–238
rotation
of camera, 119
of model, 67
<rotation>, 124, 131, 136, 279, 304, 315
<rotationXY>, 131, 315

S
San Francisco windsurﬁng example, 6
<scale>, 80, 86, 281, 283
<Scale>, 66, 68, 295
<Schema name= >, 253
<Schema>, 246, 252, 313
syntax for, 253
<SchemaData>, 246, 252
syntax for, 254, 272
SchemaDataAndBalloonStyle.kml, 257–259
<ScreenOverlay>, 111, 314–315
child elements of, 129–131
examples of, 131–133
placement of, 130
syntax of, 129
use of, 128–129
ScreenOverlay.kml, 131–132
ScreenOverlayWithListStyle.kml, 132–133

ScreenRulers.kml, 217, 218–220
<screenXY>, 131, 315
servers, 149
communication with clients, 164–170
conﬁguration of, 151–152
overriding by, 174–175
setting up, 151–152
<shape>, 134, 305–306
ﬁeld of view for, 136
shapeEnum type, 264
shared styles, 27, 93, 96, 100, 250
SharedStyles.kml, 96–97
simple elements, 12, 262
<SimpleData name= >, 254, 272
<SimpleField type= >, 253, 313
SimpleLineString.kml. 50
SimplePolygon.kml, 56–57
SimpleTextBalloon.kml, 19, 21–22
SimpleTextBalloonWithStyle.kml, 27
SimpleUserData.kml, 247
<size>, 131, 315
Sky mode, 8–9, 321–323
coordinates for, 323–324
example of, 325–326
overlays in, 326–327
support for elements in, 323
use of <LookAt> with, 324–325
Snapshot View, 33
<Snippet> vs. <snippet>, 273
<Snippet maxLines= >, 39, 274
<sourceHref>, 68, 295
<south>, 124, 223, 279, 311
space example, 9
sphere, 134, 305
ﬁeld of view for, 136
<state>, 92, 291
string type, 264
structured addresses, 274
<Style>, 55, 56, 316
element hierarchy of, 74–75
substyles of, 72
syntax of, 73–74
<StyleMap>, 100, 316–317
example of, 102–103
and point placemarks, 101
syntax for, 101
uses of, 104–107
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styles
deﬁning externally, 107
overriding, 98–100
for shapes, 46
shared, 72, 96
specifying URL for, 97–98
StyleSelector attribute, 276
StyleSelector element, 317
styleStateEnum type, 264
<styleUrl>, 98, 102, 276, 317
substitution groups, 262
substyles, 72
super–overlays, 215–216, 222
example of, 238
preparing images for, 238–241
preparing KML ﬁles for, 241–244
uses of, 235–236
Swiss transit system example, 214, 244–245

T
targetHref, 183
<targetHref>, 68, 182, 295, 299
targetId, 183
Taylor, Frank, 4
tectonic plates example, 49
[terrainEnabled], 166
<tessellate>, 46, 50, 51, 284, 285, 309
TessellatedLineString.kml, 50
text
adding to balloon, 19–20
color of, 28
<text>, 88, 250, 265
<textColor>, 88, 265
textures, 68
three dimensional model, 227–228
tiles, numbering, 140–141
<tileSize>, 138, 305
<tilt>, 33, 67, 118, 267, 293, 295
time
specifying in XML format, 199
standards for, 198–199
TimePrimitive attribute, 276
TimePrimitive element, 317
<TimeSpan>, 195–197, 318
and ground overlays, 208–211
syntax for, 200
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<TimeStamp>, 195–197, 318–319
with animated placemark data, 204–208
with GPS data, 201–204
and placemarks, 200–201
syntax for, 199–200
TimeStampGPSExample.kml, 202–204
<topFov>, 135, 304
TrainSchemaData.kml, 254–256
transparency, hexadecimal values for, 115
transparency value, for color, 25
tuple, 47
types, KML, 264

U
UkraineRegion.kml, 236–237
UnitedNationsModel.kml, 227–228
unitsEnum type, 264
<Update>, 149, 174, 299
changing elements using,186–188
creating elements using, 183–186
deleting elements using, 188–190
mechanism of, 181–182
syntax of, 182–183
types of, 180
using scripts to, 190–195
URIs, fragment, 179–180
URL for a gigapixel image, 141
UTC, 198–199

V
<value>, 248, 272
vec2 type, 264
[vertFov], 166
[vertPixels], 166
view–based refresh, 149, 159–160
<viewBoundScale,> 146, 165, 289
<viewFormat,> 146, 165, 166, 289
viewpoint, specifying, 31–34
viewRefreshEnum type, 264
<viewRefreshMode>, 156, 159–160, 222, 288
<viewRefreshTime>, 156, 159, 160, 288
<ViewVolume>, 135, 304
<visibility>, 39, 274

W

Y

wcs2kml, 327
Web Map Service, 165
<west>, 124, 224, 279, 311
<when>, 200, 319
WineRegions.kmz, 230–235
world coordinate system (WCS), 327

<y>, 295
y value, 282
yunits value, 282

X

Z
<z>, 295
Zip archives, 41
Zulu time, 198

<x>, 295
x value, 282
<xal:AddressDetails>, 274
xunits value, 282
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